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Snailville Kicks off!
The Snailville project, funded by
the ERASMUS+ Program, has
officially kicked off! The first
meeting had been due to be in
Edinburgh, hosted by the project
coordinator CIVIC Computing, but
the pandemic forced the project
consortium to instead meet online
through Zoom to launch their
activities.
The meeting was a great success,
and partners got the opportunity to
meet each other, discuss project
activities and their respective
roles, and come to agreements on
an approach.
Now, six months into the project,
the work is on track, having

Project Objectives
completed the important
needs validation, made
good progress on the
vocabulary list, and are
now gearing up for the
training methodology!
Also discussed was project
quality management and
dissemination,
where
partners agreed to a
regular newsletter and
social media accounts,
whose details you can find
on the next page below.
Updates on newsletters
and project meetings will
be posted there, so be sure
to follow and watch this
space!

The Snailville project has as its central
aim the breaking down of barriers to
successful sustainable snail farms
across Europe.
It aims to achieve this through several
activities over the course of two years:
1. Developing a course that fosters
success in snail farms.
2. Developing a training game to
deliver this course in an
accessible and engaging way.
3. Creating a virtual academy
through which heliculturists and
other stakeholders can share
knowledge and best practices.
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Meet the Partners

CIVIC Computing (UK) – an
Edinburgh-based digital
agency and project coordinator

Asserted Knowledge (EL) - a
technical consultancy and staff
sourcing company from Greece

Eurocrea (IT) – a management
consultancy that works to improve
European competitiveness

FYG (ES) – a Spanish
training enterprise working in
education and employability

Atermon (NL) – a Dutch company
specialising in gamification and
educational technology

University of Thessaly – a
University with undergraduate
and postgraduate programs

Follow us online

Visit the Snailville Website: Snailville.eu

Check out our Facebook page
Follow Snailville’s Twitter account
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